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Strategic planning for a successful future

Meet Rick
> Rick (age 22)
> Single
> First job in his field of study

Rick has recently graduated from college and has finally completed his apprenticeship. He is enjoying the extra income that comes  
with his new job. Rick likes to go out on weekends and spends his money on entertainment and the latest tech toys. While Rick  
was arranging Auto insurance on his new car, his Co-operators advisor talked to him about how to start saving for his future  
financial goals. 

The Challenges
> Rick wants to ensure that he is saving enough to purchase his first home and that he is off to a good start with his retirement plan.  
>  He wants to know that if something happened to him, his parents wouldn’t be left with the financial responsibility of repaying his debts.
> He wants to be sure that as his insurance needs increase, he can buy additional coverage.

The Solution 
With the help of his Co-operators advisor, Rick developed a budget and is now investing in his retirement plan and a Tax-Free Saving 
Account. He also purchased a Whole Life > Family™ policy with a Guaranteed Insurability Option (GIO). The GIO option will give him  
the flexibility to purchase additional coverage regardless of any changes in his health. His Whole Life > Family™ policy will provide for  
his final expenses and any outstanding debts. Rick understands that it is the perfect time for him to purchase permanent insurance, 
because the cost of insurance will increase as he gets older.

Coverage amount selected
Rick

Whole Life > Family™ with a 
Guaranteed Insurability Option 

$50,000

Initial Monthly Premium $43.93

Rates based on a 22 year old male, standard non-smoker, and subject to change at any time. Consult with your licensed  
Co-operators advisor for a complete illustration and full details.

Your life insurance needs will change as you experience life events such as purchasing a home, getting married, career changes or 
starting a family. Reviewing your financial plan regularly with your Co-operators financial advisor can make you feel confident that  
you have an effective solution that will meet your needs today and in the future.


